2020 TRAIL
SAMPLE PACKAGE 2

21 UNITS 55 USERS

Layout is for presentation purposes only - NOT INTENDED FOR CONSTRUCTION. For more details please contact Greenfields.
Four clusters with a broad range of strength-building units

Greenfields' 21-unit Trail Sample Package 2 is the premiere trail enhancement fitness package! Incorporating such multi-user elements such as Greenfields' new 10-Person Static Combo and 4-Person Lower Body Combo, this 55-user cluster makes maximum use of space to provide a vast array of fitness apparatuses to trail users.

**Available options:**
- Announcement sign customization - layout, text and graphics 100% customizable on both sides
- Shade
- Site amenities

**Units**
- 21

**Users**
- 55

**Required Dimensions**
- varies
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- MULTI-LEVEL BARS
- 2-PERSON DIPS STATION
- 2-PERSON INCLINE SIT-UP BENCH
- 4-PERSON LOWER BODY COMBO

- 2-PERSON BACK AND ARMS COMBO
- 2-PERSON VERTICAL PRESS
- 2-PERSON LAT PULL
- 2-PERSON CHEST PRESS

- 2-PERSON VT PRESS
- COMBO BUTTERFLY & REVERSE FLY

- 3-PERSON STATIC COMBO
- ROWING MACHINE

- LEG EXTENSION
- HORIZONTAL LADDER

- 4-PERSON COMBO BARS
- COMBO BUTTERFLY & REVERSE FLY

- 3-PERSON STATIC COMBO
- 10-PERSON STATIC COMBO

- PLYOMETRIC STEPS (SET OF 3)

- 2-PERSON ACCESSIBLE VERTICAL PRESS
- 4-PERSON COMBO BARS

- BACK EXTENSION

- 2-PERSON ACCESSIBLE VERTICAL PRESS
- 4-PERSON COMBO BARS

- CUSTOM ANNOUNCEMENT SIGN
- BALANCING PLATE
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These 21 units may serve up to 55 people at a time.

Please be advised that the use of DG (Decomposed Granite) increases the normal wear & tear of all footrests and other platforms used by the users.
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ENHANCE YOUR PACKAGE!

Greenfields offers these products and more for the best user experience.

What’s underneath?
Lighting allows for after-dark workouts - perfect for parents attending evening games!

Benches

Trash receptacles

Bike racks

SHADE OPTIONS
Designed to fit your project’s unique needs

Shade canopy
Shade sails
Multi-level shade
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